A verotoxin 1 B subunit-lambda CRO chimeric protein specifically binds both DNA and globotriaosylceramide (Gb(3)) to effect nuclear targeting of exogenous DNA in Gb(3) positive cells.
Inefficient nuclear incorporation of foreign DNA remains a critical roadblock in the development of effective nonviral gene delivery systems. DNA delivered by traditional protocols remains within endosomal/lysosomal vesicles, or is rapidly degraded in the cytoplasm. Verotoxin I (VT), an AB(5) subunit toxin produced by enterohaemorrhagic Escherichia coli, binds to the cell surface glycolipid, globotriaosylceramide (Gb(3)) and is internalized into preendosomes. VT is then retrograde transported to the Golgi, endoplasmic reticulum (ER), and nucleus of highly VT-sensitive cells. We have utilized this nuclear targeting of VT to design a unique delivery system which transports exogenous DNA via vesicular traffic to the nucleus. The nontoxic VT binding subunit (VTB) was fused to the lambda Cro DNA-binding repressor, generating a 14-kDa VTB-Cro chimera. VTB-Cro binds specifically via the Cro domain to a 25-bp DNA fragment containing the consensus Cro operator. VTB-Cro demonstrates simultaneous specific binding to Gb(3). Treatment of Vero cells with fluorescent-labeled Cro operator DNA in the presence of VTB-Cro, results in DNA internalization to the Golgi, ER, and nucleus, whereas fluorescent DNA alone is incorporated poorly and randomly within the cytoplasm. VTB-Cro mediated nuclear DNA transport is prevented by brefeldin A, consistent with Golgi/ER intracellular routing. Pretreatment with filipin had no effect, indicating that caveoli are not involved. This novel VTB-Cro shuttle protein may find practical applications in the fields of intracellular targeting, gene delivery, and gene therapy.